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have clothes of many colors but my favorite color is white . White

strikes me as such a easygoing color. For this reason I feel that I

always look good and I feel good when I ware white. Gradually, I

have added pieces to my collection of clothes but they all go together

with each other and with the color white. My wardrobe is

coordinated around a color that both flatters me and makes me feel

good.Music My favorite music is pop music /I am more interested in

pop music than classical music.On the one hand, it is easy to

understand and close to our lives. That’s why so many people love

it. Meanwhile, by listening to pop music, I can keep up with the

time.On the other hand, although classical music has so much more

depth and meaning, I haven’t got the appetite to enjoy

yet.Theoretically speaking, pop music is roughly divided into two

types: music which stimulates people and music which calms us. It

seems that music which stimulates us gives rise to actual changes in

our bodies. So if I am tired or drowsy during my work hour I will

choose the stimulating music, because if we listen to it, our hearts

beat faster , our blood pressure rises, and our blood flows more

quickly. On the other hand, I’ll listen to calming music. In this way,

my heart beats more gently, my pressure 0drops, and I feel calm. The

sooth flowing melodies help me relax.CultureThe rudest thing a

person can do in our culture is to abuse someone in public. It hurts



people’s feeling and damage people’s reputation. Abusing shows

selfishness and a lack of respect to others. If I am trying to catch

someone’s attention in a meeting to discuss something or in a store

for assistance, it can be very embarrassing to be ignored. It can hurt

people’s feelings and make people lose self-confidence.

Furthermore, it makes anyone witnessing this rude behavior

uncomfortable. Overall, the rudest thing you can do is to ignore

someone as it huts everyone involved. 100Test 下载频道开通，各
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